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I'BSI'RACT. To a cubical set Q we assign lunctorially a simplicial set sp ob-
t -:d by canonical "cutting of cubs into sirnplexes" so that the realizations of e
rrr : 5Q are homeomorlic. The corresponding natural chain map c.(e)-+c.(se) cf
':n': normalized chain complexes lvhich is a DG-coalgebras map and, Ibr a monoidal
:r : ical set p, a DG-Hopf algebras map as rvell, is also constructed.

Key words: (co)sirnplicial object, (co)cubical object, tensor product of functors,
Jopf algebras nrap.

.r this paper we present a construction which assigns to a cubical set Q a simplicial
: ip so that the realizations l0l and lSpl are homeomorfic. This construction is functorial

-"- :s based on the standard cutting ofa cub into simplexes. The construction generalizes
: , standard cutting process for an arbitrary cubical set. A DG-coalgebra map (a map of

r-Hopf algebras if Q is a monoidal cubical ser) cI(0) -+ cI(s0) is also constructed.
, - :enrark here that the similar chain rrap c!"b(g)-+ cjto, 1sp; from the singular cubi-
: I :rain cotnplex of a topological space X to the normalized singular sintplicial one was
: - riderecl in [1,2].

ihe need in such construction arises if \,ve attempt to iterate via cubical set ntodels
- :nodeling process fbr loop spaces or fbr total spaces of some fibrationos [], 3].:'::ldes, such a construction may have an indepenclent value as well. This constr.uction we

-.: to obtain simplicial nrodels fbr iterated loop spaces.
For used notions and results fionr simplicial theory we ref'er to [4,5].
l. (Co)cubical objects. The notions ofcocubical and cubical obiects are analogous

: ::re notions of cosimplicial ancl simplicial objects. Note that the notion of cubical set
,. rntroduced in [61.

Definition l. A cocubical object

1.1,...i together rvith operators

'. K' 1 K'-t , i=|,...,n, satistying

Pi = PiPi+t for K7 and

D.et

for i<j
for i= j
for i> j

Example l. An example of a cclcubical topological space is the

in a category I is a graded object K:\I(eobA,
- morphisms of I ef : Kr-t -) K, , t =0,1;

the fbllowing identities: ef ej, = el\p? for i<j;

=l'":,'
lui-,0,

' = {to,t',t',..}, 1' = tt(tt,...,t,,)e R',0<t, < l} with operators

_: '. en by

ef (^,...,t,,*r) = (/r,...,/.i*r ,t,ti,...,t,'.t), piQr,...,tr) =(tr,...,ti_t,ti+l,...,t,).
Example 2. Let lrn be the set of vertexes of the n-cub ln , i.e. f :{(er,...,e,,), s,:0,1 }.

e
€i

seqlrence of cubs

and p- which are
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ef :Y'-t -) V' , e{,1; p,:V"'t -+V' , defined by

:' t .8n- ,= it...-.-t;_r.€.t;,,..,Ar_1 ) , pi(€1,.,.,€r) =(€t,...,ti_t ,ti+1,...,€r) form a co-

--: ::- -i.: ; " = t'i' .t'',lr=,...; ef , pi|.
Ilefiaitkrn 2. -{ cubical object in a category A is a graded objectff{ep obA, i:0,1,...\

::,_n3re: '*:C'r :he face and degeneracy operators - morphisms of A 4f i en + en_1, € = 0,1;

: Qn_: +Q,, i:|,...,n, satisfying the following identities: djdf, =49,4j*1 for i3j;
_i-i:_i-.-i. for e' and

A morphism of (co)cubical objects is a morphism of graded objects f :e-+e'
which preserves all the structure maps.

An example of cubical set is the singular cubical set of a topological space.
As in the simplicial setting, it is possible to represent cubical ancl cocubical objects

as functors from ceftain category, which we describe now.
The cocubical set I/' from the exaurple 2 can be extended to a category (which we

denote by the same symbol), whose objects are the ,"t, y'',1,... and morpirisms are maps
tl-+y''obtained by compositions of operators ef , p,. As in sirnplicial setting, any such

conrposition can be represented by canonical form ei,' ei; ei; p j, p jr... a; with
ir>...>i.,,.i r<...n, This allows to show that any cocubical object in a category A canbe
consideredasacovariantfunctor K:V'-+AandanycubicalobjectpinthecategoryAcan
be considered as a contravariant functor Q:V'-+A.

2. Tensor products. Let {e,clf ,s,} be a cubical set and

set. Let us defir1e their tensor product QOr( as the factor

e@ K =Ue,x K, I -,

where - is the eqLrivalence spaned by identifications

{K,ef ,pi} be a cocubical

(df qn*t,kn ) =(qn+t,ef r' ), (:;iq,,k'*t) =(q,, p,kn*t ).
ln f-act p@K is the tensor product of f'unctors o: I/'+Sets and r(: I/""-+Sets.
Jlris tensor product is detlned also for cubical and cocubical objects e:l/-+A and

K:lf"t'-+B whenever all the operations in (l) are given: there is given a paringzxae c, there

exists (,1, and factorization by - in C. In this case Q8( will be an object of the category
C. Analogously is defined the tensor product of a simplicial and cosimplicial objects.

Here are some tensor prodr.rcts which arise bellow.
l.lf Q is a cubical ser and K is a cocubical set, then e@K is a set.
2. lf Q is a cubical set and K is a cocubical topological space, then e@Kis a

topological space. Particularly the realization of a cubical set g is the tensor product
lQl=Q@I'rvhere f is the cocr.rbical topological space from thelxample l.

3.lf Q is a cubical set and K is a cocubical simplicial set, then Q@ K is a simplicial set.
4. If x isasimplicialsetand )'isacosimpliciartopologicalspace,then pgr(isa

topological space. Particularly the realization of a sirnplicial set X is the tensor product

ft;,df for i<i
afsr=), ia for i=j.

[rrr,,' for i>i

Swlr

ff- i.'81 ', rvhere A' = 1,!0. S'. S:-
ifr-: i::nplexes.

.o Lf X is a simplicial c,rrrh
d8 -' s a cocubical topologcal ry

3. Simplicial cutting of r tJ
st f is (partially) ordered rscc c
df lsi<x. So to the ordered s€'! I' ,

r .::npticial ,", i! = i ii .r'"-

Proposition l. The rYc--::rt{,

Proof. By <lefinition i' = l]

maned by the identifications ti. i,
rsimplex, t= (t0,...,t,,)e N *O i,
"lp+/' by ilir,4: i, {rFEr...'-

:ioned equivalence and it defirr
Remark. tnfact i! =/.' , --,

Note that the maps ef :t'"4'

I".ef , pi \ are monotonic. Tt

i, ,i.n -) i.n-t. The obtained olry

plicial.set with operators i,' . i, :

operators 0,, s, fiom another.

The homeomorphisms lO'

\a' '.lV: l-+ In,n=0,1,2,...) is ar

Proposition 2. The sequence

isonnrplism of coc:ubical topolo

4. Simplicial cutting of a cd
going to assignee to Q a simplicir

Let us defirre SQ=Q@/: ,A
simplicial set. so the tensor prod

tensor product, (.SO)/ is the factr
by identifications

( df q,*r.ii l:t<
The face and degeneracy opcr

d,ltq,,ii t)=ltt
This assignment is functonal:

map S/:Sp-r5p' given by {fl[(,I,
Proposition 3. The reali:atia

homeomorphic.

(l)
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i ". rihere 6'= 1A0,A1,A2,...;6,,or) is the cosimplicial topological space of stan-
. . :.3.eres.

-: -\' rs a simplicial cocubical set and I is a cosimplicial topological space, then
. a cocubical topological space.

i Simplicial cutting oI a cub. The set f={(e,,...,e,,), r,:0,1} of vertexes of the r_r .s (partially) ordered (see.e.g. [2]) as follows: 7e,,..., e,) ( (€'1,..., e,,) if e,Se] for
- <': So to the ordered set z'' of vertexes of /" we can rrrign." (by staniarcl manner)

;iai set i! _ Itr; ,V,, ....; d,,s,;.

?roposition l. The re.olization )i., I i, honteontorphit. kt 1,.

Proof. By defi,ition l/.'l=i,' @A' is the factor or r-toi[xA/'by tbe equivalence

: -.-:J by the identifications (d,i, ,t):(ip,4l), (r, i, J)=(ir,o,t\, here Ap is the standard

, :plex, t:(t0,...,tr,)eN andi,,:(v,1,...,v0).V; w"defineacontinuous 
^up EuoVi

- -l, by Air,t): jo1t1:\,t-.v-. Direct checking shows that g fits with the above men_
'::d equivalence and it clefines a correot homeomorphism 6r:l V: l-r,.

Remark. lnfact i! =/.'*..^/] analv.'l=l.rhus ll.'l=lz.' lr. ..x1y'..1=1'.

\ote that the maps ef :vn-t ->vn attd pi:vn 17,-l , forming the cocubical set

.'".ef ,pi I are monotonic. Thus they define simplicial maps Zf ,/,r, )/.n ,

a .i.'' --+/.n-'.Th,obtainedobject 1.. ={V.u,i:,...,i:,...tacruaily isacoc:ubicalsim_

'-:ial set with operators V,' . i, from one hancl sicle and a ,sintplicial cocubical sel with
- f crators 0, , .s, fior.n another.

The horrreomorphisms {o"} are compatible with operators if and i,, ro
O'rl7: l-+ l',n=0,1.,2,...| is an isomorphism. Thus we obtain the

Proposition 2. The sequence o.f homeomorphisms {A, ,lV: l-s I" ,n =0,1,...} is an
. omorplism of cocubical topologiceil spaces.

4. Simplicial cutting of a cubical set. Let (e,df ,ri) be a cubical set. Here we are
eoing to assignee to Q a sirnplicial set SQ obtained by "cntting of cubs into simplexes,,.

Let us define SQ:Q@/.',h"r" p is a cubicai set and l.' is regarded as a cocubical
siniplicial set. so the tensor product is a simplicial set. Actually, by definition of the

tensor product, (,SO)/, is the factor of ui=, e,*Vl by the equivalence relation, spanned
by identifications

( df c1,n1.ii ):G,,*r,"f;;) , $iQn,ii*, ):@,,n,ii*t ).
The face and degeneracy operators of Sp are given by

d Jttt,,i[ 1i=51q,.0,ii \, ,r,l(q,,ii 11-11q,,s,ii \.
This assignment is funclorial: any morphism of cubical sets ./':?-+0, determines a

map S/ :Sp-+Sp' given by Sl[(g,,, ;; )D = y1fq,,,ii \.
Proposition 3. The realizations of the ,siruplicial set SQ anct the ubical set e are

Itorueomorphic..
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Proof. It follows frorn this string of equalities

ls0F(s0)@A'=(?@ V.. 1at:ga1l.. el.;=go lf.. pg@t=lgl,
nhich needs some comments. The realization of SQ by definition is the tensor procluct
(-so)@A'. By definition of se this is the tensor producr (0@ /.. ;@A. where: e is a
cubical set, /.' is regarded as a cocubical simplicial set and A' is a cosimplicial topologi-
cal space. This tensclr product (a topologioar space) is homemorphic to @(y'..@a.;
where now /.' is regarded as a simpliciar cocubical set. The tensor product 1.. oa' i, tt 

"realization 1/.'1 whictr, by the proposition 2, is isomorphic ,o 1. sut p61. is the realiza-
tion ipl.

5- chain complexes. The chain complex (c.(e)d) of a cubicar set e is defined as

C,(O) =spanil,e2,1 and c\q,)=2,(-t)'(d? -d:)@,). The normalized chain complex

c!Q'ltatQD ot e is definecl as the quotient cr(e)/D.(p), where D.(p) is the
subcomplex of (C.(0),,/) generatecl by tlegenerate elernents of e.

Note also that both c-(p) ancr c! e) are DG-coarsebras with respect to the

comultiplication V:C'.(e) -sC.(e)@C.(e) defined in [7]: Y q,=\ do1 q, @ dlqo where
/={i,,..-,i*)c( 1,2,...,n\, t v I = (1,...,n) and 4, =4,,

l-et f.C.(Q))Cr-(S0) be a hornomorphism given

'di,

by

...' di^

f G n) = L; t.;l e t)'Gl ) lG,,il )1,

rvhere (-l)dii ) is defrned as follows. To each il = (u0,...,u, ) corresponds a permutation
1i'---.,i,) where i, is the place of first occun€nce of I in the vector u,, i, is the place of
occurrence of the next I in v, etc. Then 1-11,(;x) is the sign of this permutation. This map
induces f* , c! @)-+ cI(sO) .

Thc straightforwarcl verificarion shows that V1N =(IN @7N)V and d1,\__TNctthatis
/"' is a map of l)G-coalgebras.

l-et Q@Q'={(Q@Q)^ =U,=r....ne,@e',_} be the tensor proilucr of rwo cubical
sets Q and p' lsee t6l). e monoidal cubical set (see [3]) is defined as a cubical set p with
cubic-al map p:e@e -+e which is associative and has the unit eee,,. c-rearly, tbr a
monoidal cubicar set its chain comprcx (c;(0),r/) is a DG-Hopf algebra. Similarly, for asrmplrcral monoid S its chain conrplex f CTf if.t is a DG_Hopf aljJra.

Let no*' Q be a monoidal cubical set. Tiren we can define a siitpliciat m,nrid slruc-
rure on so by sening L4^,i[))"1(q,,;p1=f(Q,oo4,,d(;;,i;))]o where the map
a,i;*i; -i;*' i" induced by the clear map Ir^xvn ->v^nn which sends
((tr,...,r-),(ei-..,ri'll to (€1,...,€*,€i,...,e;). Let the map

p , il *i; x1t = (ir <... < i,) c (1,...,m+ n)l + il::
be given by p=a$1xsf) where IwI =e,..,.,m+n)and s7 =si.....s;, .Itispossibleto
check that f is a bijection. Using this fact one can easiry check that

Sr#
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ilf ,CtO - Cf tSgl is multiplicative as well. Thus we obtain the following
fttlrrfion 4. If Q is a monoidal cubical set then SQ is a simplicial monoid anrJ

,n Cjtel-- Cltsgl is a natural map of DG-Hopf algebras.
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